21st February 2018

REFERENCE NUMBER: MGOZ/MPU/T 7/2018

Tender for the construction of a storm water culvert including reinstatement at Santa Domenica street, Victoria, Gozo.

Clarification No. 2

Reference is made to the above-tender, for which deadline for submission of offers is the 26th February 2018 at 09.30am.

The Ministerial Procurement Unit has included [for ease of reference] with the list of documents on the EPPS, the following forms that are to be filled in line to Article 7 C (ii) of the Selection and Award Requirements:

- Declarations of Exclusivity and Availability Form
- Self-Declaration [relating to conflict of interest] of the proposed key staff.

Moreover, the applicable Note to Clause 7 for the same Article 7 C (ii) is Note 2A and not Note 3 as inaccurately noted in the tender dossier.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.

Unless otherwise instructed by the Department of Contracts, ALL other terms and conditions within the Tender Dossier and/or published sets of clarifications remain valid and unaltered.